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Berry Bivens was in town
from Minend.

XbeElaylon enterprise
.
Published Evnrjr Ktidaj--
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-

ADVERTISING KATES
Made Known Oa Application.

Entered at tha Clajton
class nail matter.

Pot Olllce as
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FEDERAL OFFICERS.
Governor.

Herbert J. Hafformau,

.

i

'W H. Andrew

Delegate bi'Cougrow

C il. Forket,

Marshal
Secretary

J.

W. Rayaolua.

Geo, Hubbard accompanied his
wife, over, from Kenton, Monday,
who is o.l her way to Braver, where
she will attend the covnty Normal
Institute. Mrs. Hubbard will
teach in .the Kenton 'school the
comming term. y -

'

Henry Miller has been in the
city during the week from h is ranch
on the Trampares,
,
Miss Vivian Carues is in Denver

this week the guest of Miss

Wed-nesda-

y

Mrs. Lee Weilbr left Wednesday
for Arlinirton Colo, to visit a broth
er of Mr. Weiler's for several weeks.

Robt. Q. Palmnr, Editor nd Publbhe r.
Louiso CliTr, Assooiate Kditor.

Six Months

Clayton, Union County, and Country in General.

f

Clayton, Union County, N. M., Friday, July

Vol. XI X.

k

Upbuilding-o-

Non-da-

s

Thornton.
Mr. B. E, Plunkett and wife from
off the Corrumpa were In town
Thursday enroute for Hiigerman to

Mrs. Tiemev went to Denver
Sunday to see her mother who is
. ,',
quite ill.

'Mrs. Buck Miller entertained the

pestations will be lived up to as. Mr.
McQueen has already established
.record for himself. The first
block run :n Denver he smashed
into a bicyclist who whs carrying
French olnte mirror under his
arm making a junk pile of theout- t. After running on a block he
as able to stop and going back
found the fellow unhurt Sit demanding satisfaction, Uf course
Mr. McQueen had no use for the
junk pile but he bought it.

Baptist Ladies' Aid Tuesday after.
noon at her home on East Main St.
About twenty ladies were present
and Client n most pleasant after
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Schleterand
noon although we loosed in vain
family left for Germany Wednes- for any work that had been accomliy to be gone until about the
plished. Delightful refreshments
of September. They expect
middle
wereserved in a dainty and apetiz-ini- r
in Denver until $atur- stop
to
over
manner. The lid meets on
ay and then go to New York City
the 7th of August with Mrs Emery
from which point they will sail for
flerron. " y
Europe on Thursday. On their
Y ClavtoiV was favored witn one" of return they will again take up
their
the finest rains of the season Tues residence iu Denver where the
day afternoon which thoroughly oung people will continue their
saturated, the soil and made every studies. Clayton regrets very much
body happy. Kenton was not so to lose these worthy pioneers who
fortunate however as a terrific hail have done so inu;h for the upbuildstorm did miioh damage to crop6 ing of the town and country, but
and property. It is said the hail we fear that a few short weeks of
stones were as large as hen's eggs, summer vacation is all we can hope
to see of them in the future.

t

27,

'qo6.

13.

Come and See Us
We Have
Stoves and Ranges t price 'iat will sure tit.
Sewing Machines that are fy y guaraxi teed and at prices
'.

that you don't have to have a pole to reach.
House
for
or Buggies, the kind we always have had
Paints
you know it is good.
;
all
the shades, made ahd from the smallest to the
Japalac
largest cans. Le.t ua tell you about it.
Liquid Veneer Cleans your Wtiiture does all that is claimed,
Alabastine All shades.
Wall Paper The nicest assortment we ever had.
Hammocks Reclining chairs. '
Our Scissors, and razors arelthe finest, that were ever made,
Any how come and see us. '
.

.

!

R. W. ISAACS,

CLAYTON, N. M.

FAWCETT & DEAN,
Wholesale; and Retail

Christian Church.

General Merchanta.

The Sunday Law,

Rev. Storhm of Henrietta, Tex.
will preach both morning "and

No.

Has never been enforced in Clay
church.
ton
to any appreciable extent.
evening at the Christian
Mr. Ed Oleason and George
True, several years ago there was
Gaylord, from Felsoin, were in First MethodiSt EpiScopal Church a'short period during which our
town Wednesday on business.
Rev. Cary the Presbyterian drinking places were shut tight on
Mrs, Lawrence who with her minister from Hereford Tex. the first day of the week; but that
PHONE No. 18.
daughter has been visiting R. P. will hold services both morning soon wore away, and for the paBt
Ervem. returned to her home in and evening at the Methodist five years the side entrances to our
saloons have always been open.
Trinidad. Miss Lawrence will re- Church.
.
'
'
Some of the saloon people, we
main for some uayi yet.
The following is an extract from
would be willing 0 obey this
Rev. Morton accompanied' by
a letter received by Mr. A. C. law, provided all would dp so. All
BiiildttiV
-- -his sister and Miss Ramey will Thompson
vwvmi, MUUUUi k.
T"0
!frcm Supt. .Smith of. Then there is another feature
' spend the next three weeks visiting
Oils,
Vegas:
Las
Hospital.
the N.M.I.A.
lxiut the matter which causes
in the southeastern part of the
"Athel Thompson- - seems to have some embarrassment, and that is
county, among the ranch people
entirely recovered." I am keeping the fact that our drug stores sell
md while there Rev. Mor;on will
him to make,.suae of his recovery. liquor at rctai), and our saloon fok
.
hold a series of meetings near the
Mexico.
The time is short and I think it feel that they would have some the
ell
ranch.
.
best to go a little slow about dis worst of the deal if they close and
i.
Jas. D. Hamlin and,Mr. Gam-be- charging him."
these drug stores reniaia open Condensed Report of The First National Bank of Clayton, N. M.
real estate men, of Txico,
We are certainly very glud that We believe that most of the cities
A rendered to tbe Comptroller of Currpnoy.
At the close of business June 18, l'JOO
were here, Tuesday.
our fe'low townsman has so com and towns of the Territory obey
RESOUBCES
Cattle Inspector, Tom Gray, pletely recovered and will be most this statute, and hope te see the
and. Discounts
Loans
him
see
again
soon
to
our
in
happy
when
fall
day
our
little
.$ l'JJ4'J!t:j?
may
city
returned from Eaton last night
' 33&M
midst.
line.
into
Overdrafts
where he had been to attend the
U.
S.
Bonds
G8,4O0.OU
:..
examining trial of Jini Jameson
1,126 Klikl'lTTfo Injured.
Wednesday night the south
Furniturd und
and Calvin Like who are charg2$t5.9'J
bound passenger brought the lody
Washington, July 24. The ac
Cash and Sight Exchnnije
4!J,9o,8.?
ed with horse stealing. The of J. P. Me Mahan, a brakeman on
cident bulletin which has just been
;ase was taken under advisement
wtio Was killed at Des issued by the interstate commerce
the C
LIABILITIES
until today. V
Moines, by falling from a freight co mmision for the three months
Capital Stock
$75jW.bor
'There were 2771 land entries train. The train was moving nud ending March 31, 1906 shows the
QiwuMion
,
MftQ&M
tile.l in the Clayton Land Office in the coupling brokewnich caused otal number of casualties to
pas
Deposits
. i?7,M4fi''
the fiscal year beginning June 31st the deceased to fall. The top of sengers and employes to be 18,296
surplu. ami rrofl- lOther LiabilMeS-tnvlmH1Q,7B1!4
1905, and ending June 31st. 1906. his head was crushed in. Judge (1,120 killed and 17JG0 injured),
making a total of about 443.840 Spring ordered a coroner's jury
The total number of collisions
The above vtutemad is correct to the best of tity k'nowtviye.
wres nearly half a million..,
summmoned.whos verdict resulted and derailments was 3,490 (1,921
'
N. E. Whitworth, Cashier. E E. Simdford is erecting a four as above stated. No one witnessed collisions and 1.5G9 derailments),
the accident. Me Mahan's remains of which 280 collisions and 1(17 deroom rottage in the Charlton
A; Law
OLIVER ?. EAHTERWOOD
where he expects to move his were carried to Trinidad on the railments affected passenger trains,
'
passenger
bound
north
yesterday
LAND
LAWYER.
family and rent the ene where they
Attorney at Law
, J. Keern, from Monroe Loulsi.
morning.
iow live.
Charlton
Ofjlw
id
BiiilhvQ,.
ami who has been in Colorado
.
Claittok, .
.
jf.
NEW:mEXICO
Mrs. Morris Herzstein was calle
Mr. McQueen purchased n new Springs,for his health and was 're t'L AVION,
to Las Vegas the first of the week "Autocar"' while in Denver last turning to his home, died while Dr .ISABEL D. LANE,
O. T. TOOMBS
m account of the 'death of a sister week and Mr. Grimm und be start crossing the Sierra Grande nioun.
SUJiOEON
and
VUYSWIAX
Mrs. Sanimj Goldberg of ed home, in it making good, time tain this moruing on No. 8 and the
Attorney at Law
Country c;!!j Jlnja'crci,
Dcate.N.M.
and meeting with no misfortune body was brought hero for inquest
..
.
Clamos,
.
Offlc at
until they reached the river just It was prepared for burial at the
'
.
...
TT
1
uenry uones
Clayton,
New Mexico.
and son Albert beyond Walsenlterg whichVas too A- E, Wilt undertaking establish
from
were ovr
the Cimarron.' the high to cross and the gentlemen ment and shipped to Fort Worth
first of the week, receiving 150 spent the night, with nothing but ort the night truin. A Bister and W.W.CHILTON
yearling steers, which Mr. Jones the greensward between thtin nnd the physiean .were with him when
'
DENTIST
bought from the Floorsheim Black mother earth, Thmuttt morning he died and accompanied til
Nowflitnlliirlum Dulldlnfi
Veil Co.
i .
to Clayton,
they were able to cross uttd drive
Conwcior.
RtiimJ And id t!is(atf
Mac lligh fill, of the riorlhera Into Walsenberg where they laid
I). W. !$nyder and family 1ivh DiW. C SLACK
- New Mexico
Clayton,
)art of this country bought 50 hend in a supply of gasoline which prov.
moved
back
to
their
of
ranch
eajt
tf calves, steers and heifers, from ed to be so poor that it utatfgttl up
Physician' and Surgeon
G. W. Detamore, and received the one cylinder nd iiecwsitatod them town.
Special Attention Overt to Disese WILLtAM nt'ME BUOWN
Mr, Pace, a young attorney, of
V same here Monday.
The calves abandoning the machine at Rngby
ofWomert.
,
to n
were shipped to the Trinidad maf- - It will be dit in a fen tlaya however Williamson count TeXas, arrived Opd nua..
W4ln,lttoK.
'
and then some great sport is expect Sunday, and will probably cadt Ida
OIuYp at New Sanitarium
let. Price paid $7 per bead.
V
Jff. M.
CVAWS,
i
i
ed aiul we feel pure that thesw e lift with ua.

visit their daughters.

LJavton ,

:

e,

N.M,

Folsom Lumber Co.
kinds of

'

TtaUfor'a
Hardware, Paints;
Buggies; Wagons,
Farming Implements, and Windmills.
Folsom,
New

.

,

.
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.
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J. E.MOORE,

DENTISTx?

'
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CLA1T0N ENTERPHISE
CLAYTON.

SOIL

do

Feminism in France.
The prediction of the countess of
'Aberdeen made at the International
Council of Women in Paris, that the
French woman will be the first to
obtain the vote upon any large scale
may well have caused surprise among
the British, German and American
delegates. American writers upon
"the woman question" have often
fallen back upon two absurdities: the
first, that Tacitus described the Germans whom the Romans fought as
paying special deference to their
women; the second, that "the French
have no word for home." Add to this
the misapprehensions of a
tripper "Eeeing Paris by night" and
a hasty observation on the Salic law
and you have the genesis of an impression of the position of women in
France which is as prevalent as It is
preposterous. The fact Is that Tacitus' observations would have applied quite as well to the Franks as

REMEDIES

FOR CHINCH

Fighting This Pest by

BUG

Disease Inoc-

ulation Has Not Proved
cessful.

Suc-

Spreading chinch-budisease has
not proved very successful in Oklahoma. At one time it was thought
that perhaps by the spreading of an
infection that this pest could be 'successfully eradicated, but experience
has proved that warm, moist weather
is necessary for the spread of the
disease. On the other hand, cool dry
weather is unfavorable and no Infect-on
occurs. The authorities at the
Oklahoma station point out that there
are four means by which the 'farmer
can protect himself from the chinch
bug. These are given in the following: -

1.
Destroy, during the winter or
early spring, all the winter quarters

to other early northern tribes; that
the French get along very well with
the word "home" so long as they have
the thing; that French family life is
at its best of almost ideal beauty,
and that their sticking so long to the

There are still many persons" who
not exactly understand that It la

n

er

t'

pny-sicla- n

E

may-expe-

Globe-Democra- t,

it

The Estancla Public Service Com
pany has tiled Incorporation papers.
The ranital is IC.000 and the company
will drill for artesian water. The head
EBtancia, Torrance
are
quarters

good practice to plow corn during dry
weather in order to preserve the county.
"Forty of the Indian girls at the U.
moisture already in the soil. I have
mind a field of corn that was free S. Indian Training School are iri camp
weeds, and the ground in such fine located about three miles above Monu
condition that I was told the corn ment Rock in the Santa Fe Cunon.
the
did not need, nor would it stand, more Mrs. Sara Jeffries, the matron at
school, fs in charge of the camp. The
plowing.
But I went ahead and girls are having a fine time," says the
plowed half the field for the last time.
New Mexican.
a few weeks I was in the field
Lieutenant Baca and R. C. Huber of
again and noticed that the corn
the mounted police on the 7th Inst., arplowed in dry weather had made de
miles from
cidedly the best growth. I could not rested Inez Montes, three
stealing sheep. His bpnd
lay the cai6e to anything else than Estancla, for
was fixed at $1,000, but being unable
that the' Stirling of the ground had to furnish this he was brought from
assisted in reserving the moisture, for the Jail of Estancla to the penitentiary
tne ground was already in good confor safe keeping.
dition when plowed the last time. 5?r-thThe fine new 125.000 Y. M. C. A.
Investigation has proved thia to building at Las Vegas, the first in New
be the fact.
Mexico, was formally dedicated 'l nurs-daI believe that wrone Imnressions are
nleht bv Chief Solicitor Gardiner
sometimes obtained by some persons Lathrop of the Santa Fe Company.
who have plowed corn in dry weather
The building was erected and equipped
When thft irronnH Van hat-and ovl. by citizens, but the Santa Fe pays the
denfly had a bad effect on the corn, secretary's salary.
causing the blades to roll. The misGovernor Hagerman has received
take was in permitting the ground to word from the Department of Agriculget hard, as under such condition the ture that $4,700, ten per cent, of the
ground cannot be worked without in- - proceeds of the forest reserves in New
ury to the roots of the corn. Besides Mexico for the last fiscal year, is ready
this the clods leave openings which for distribution In the counties In
facilitate the evanoratlon of moisture. which the reserves are situated. The
money is to be used for schools and
A good coat of fine dirt over the sur
face of the ground will prevent thl3. roads.
Governor Hagerman has donated a
it is well known that water is con
stantly evaporating.
In other words, silver cup to be known as the Hager
it is taken ud in a finely divided form. man cup and to go to that team of five
in the National Guard which in a
carried to the surface of the ground men
competition
at Las Vegas, Au
and given off into the air. At times gust 22d, willshoot
secure the highest averit may be well that this Is true, for age, the winning team also to go to the
It gives the plant a chance of relief national match at Seagirt, New Jersey,
from an occasional
oversupply of this year.
moisture.
But in case of droueht it
Mrs. William C. Marney, July 7th", re
is necessary to prevent evaporation.
signed as matron at the Territorial
This can be done by stirrlnsr the Penitentiary, hers being the fifth resig
ground, leaving a mulch of finely pul
nation or removal from among the penverized dirt on the surface. Then the itentiary officials within a week. Dep
moisture, instead of escaping, is taken uty United States Marshal C. E. Newup by the rools of the growing plant comer of Albuquerque was appointed
to secure this condition it is neces clerk of the penitentiary, to succeed
sary that the ground be stirred as W. D. Newcomb, resigned.
soon after a rain as the ground will
The county commissioners of Santa
permit. If, says the Orange Judd Fe county appointed J. L. Kendall and
Farmer, a heavy rain comes rlcht F. A. Yoakum of Cerrillos, Ramon
of Pojoaque, Jose A. Anaya of Ga- away 'after the corn has been plowed
tne last time, it will be necessary, in llsteo, Higlnto Martinez, Anastaclo
tne event of a dry spell followine. to Gonzales, Cristobal Rivera, Matlas
stir the ground again if the size of the Martinez, Ramon Armljo and Faustan
corn will permit. If the corn is large Garcia of Santa Fe, delegates to the
New Mexico Stock Growers' convenenough to shade tho ground pretty tion at Albuquerque
this fall.
well, the evaporation will not be so
Tannery,
L.
viciously as- R.
who
great, and the heavy dews will also
faulted F. C. Allen, president and manbe more effective.
ager of the Albuquerque Pressed Brick
In preparinz ground for onts. or
and Tile Company, had a preliminary
other plants with shallow roots, the hearing and by agreement of counsel
ground should not be stirred too deep the charge of attempt to U11 was withIf dry weather is exDected. as the
drawn and be was fined for assault
moisture will be shut off too far down find battery. Tannery had taken the
to be, of benefit.
part of a discharged employe, and
when Allen interfered Tannery com

Salic law was one of the blunders of
the Bourbons which does not In any
case affect opinion of the republic.
Since the revolution In France many
tilings have changed. For one thing,
the waste of men in war has familiarized women with varied Industry
E
J3
k
and with the management of estates
BUG.
THE
CHINCH
and business establishments as in
Adult at left; a, b, eggs magnified and
perhaps no other country.
The
natural size; c, young nymph; e, second atage of nymph; f, third stage; g,
Fench "family council" system renymph; d, h, J, legs; I,
tains for a woman not only the rebeak, through which food is taken.
spect of her grown son, but evea a
Small lines show natural size.
considerable measure of legal control of the bugs, together with
bugs
over him long after English and themselves, by deep plowing. the
Chinch
American law would emancipate him. bugs fly In the fall to bunch-grass- ,
He canont even marry without his their natural food before crops were
parents' consent. In a hundred ways, Introduced, to pass the winter. Not
says the New Yorti World, France Is finding the grass, they will hibernate
the . country of the married woman. in any shelter that may be at hand.
That young girls are still carefully During April they fly back to the
watched and secluded Is of minor im- crops to mate and deposit their eggs.
portance. The Bjstem works not bad- Generally the wheat Is- in prime conly. There may even be lands where dition for them at this time, and it'
daughters have too much freedom" and is the crop that suffers most when
eggs hatch and the young bugs
power for their own good and where the
begin to feed. Of course the greatmothers are too meek. The growth est damage is done later when the
of "feminlsme" in France of recent broods become very numerous and
years has been rapid. It compelled begin to migrate to new fields. The
the institution of a divorce law, crop moved upon at that time is the
Woman suffrage is a cardinal tenet one to save.
2. Plant a "trap crop" to protect
in socialism, which has nowhere more
power in actual government than it the main crop, and when the bugs
has attained in France. In Russia, move upon the trap, plow the whole
THREE-HORSE
EVENER.
which is largely dominated by French under, bugs and all. This method ha3
crop
trap
given
The
good
results.
bought, the douma has declared for
Handy Arrangement for Use on the
may be millet, Kafir, or 6orghura, and
Plow, Harrow and Other
:the woman's vote. American woman should be on
side of the field
suffragists were for years divided into nearest to the the
Farm Tools,
wheat.
'two bitter hostile factions on the ques3. Plow a space of ten feet around
The accompanying cut which was
tion whether to work with the public the cornfield when the bugs begin to
in the several states or to appeal di- leave the wheat, harrow and "drag used a number of year3 ago, shows a
three-hors- e
evener which has sever
rect to congress. The French fem- with brush to make as much dust as
al advantages over the triple trees for
inist adopts the latter course with- possible. This can be done only in plowing, harrowing,
tic. It is lighter
out hesitation.
According to the dry weather. Small, Immature bugs
and handles better in turning.
The
ten
feet
cross
able
to
be
will
not
the
countess of Aberdeen, she has comevener is made of Iron and is
short
will
ones
mature
menced by trying, to convince the leg- of dust, and the
about 14 inches long, 1 Inches vide
islator Instead of the public. It Is a seldom resort to flying.
4.
Later in the season, when the
method well adapted to France, where
move upon the corn, a few
insects
Ideas
abstract
have always had 8
rows cut and piled In armful-eize- d
fascination for public men.
piles will attract the chinch bugs, and
if it Is warm and the corn heats,
The "Silence Cure."
thousands of bugs will die under these
' some noDie ana aeep ininwng
chinch-budisease. The
has discovered what he calls piles from a
piles of green corn offer the ideal
for
cure"
all
the "silence
diseases ot
weather conditions, hot and damp, the
the nerves. To apply the cure, "all disease being naturally present soon
that Is necessary Is for the woman "takes," and the result is the death
'to Bit apart for an hour each day, in of all bugs affected.
absolute silence. Husbands who have
Do not attempt to destroy the
been able to try this cure report great chinch bug by spraying. It has been
EVENER.
benefit, but, of course, it is very hard tried at the experiment station and ANOTHER THREE-HORSby numerous farmers, with the same and
iupon the ladles.. Only the
Inches thick.
Two
A few more
devotion of a wife, who places her udsuccessful results.
holes are bored in
husband's welfare above everything tests will be made with sprays, and either end, 12 Inches from center". An
But
Inch hole Is bored
other
.would be capable of carrying out the the results given if successful.
adequate a third of the distance between tho
has
farmer
the
until
then
terms of this cure, and it is an ordeal
means at hand to materially lessen two, or four inches from the other,
that cannot but be injurious to them
the damages by this pest, by using These holes should be bored so as to
if persisted in. So far, there have
the above methods.
give the greatest drawing surface on
Ibeen no explosions, but suppressed
To repeat: By all means plant a the side of draft. A long evener is
conversation Is very dangerous, and trap crop and plow it under when fastened at
the lower end with whiffle
to hear the bugs move upon it 'in great num trees for
at any time we
the outside horses, and a
piles
lay
of such an accident, wrecking the bers. Plow a dust strip and
singletree fastens to the upper hole
(home and maiming the family. Whilst of green cut corn or sorghum In the for the center horse.
The hook or
Then clevis used for the attachment of the
(the "silence cure" Is undoubtedly of path of the migrating bugs.
save
to
single-tre- e
'benefit to the patient, says the St finally, . begin next winter
should be long enough to
up all bring it out In line with the whiffie- Louis
it is attended your wheat crop, by cleaning
bugs could hide trees on the evener below. The whif;wlth such grave menaces that It is places where chinch
pass the winter months.
and
tway
should be of ordinary plow
ever
idoubtful if It
become popular.
length or Just long enough to swing
Our native chivalry would cause ui
Oat Hay for Roughage.
clear of each other. If they are too
jto refuse to take advantage of
'We
At times when the hay crop
long they are sure to prove troublewould prefer to go on having out short, oats may be grown and harsome.
nerves frazzled, rather' than have our vested before the grain Is mature and
devoted wives and mothers make this cured for coarse fodder.
The plan,
Sheep Help the Land
heroic sacrifice. And, after all, there however, is not an Ideal one for mak
Sheep are almost essential in main
lare other means, answering the same ing hay, as the stalks are hollow. taining the fertility and cleanliness of
end, and safer. There Is the "vaca- coarse and hard, and unless dried the land. It Is claimed that sheep re
tion cure." A man takes the "vaca- very quickly in a dry season, they be turns to the soil more ot the fertilizing
green. matter of Its food than any other onl
tion cure" by sending her home to come bleached, even when cut
crop in best condition It, mal and in a majority of cases' this
cure
To
the
see her folks. It Is expensive, but
says Orange Judd Farmer, should be fact alone Is no unimportant considsafe. And It does not entail suffer
dried In the sun for a few hours with eration in deciding the class of animals
,lng upon the part of his devoted
a liberal use of the hay tedder, where to stock up with to maintain the fertil
lty of the soil.
there ia a heavy crop.
,

LIElMlEWTSULKlRy
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To Prevent Evaporation the Surface
of the Ground Must Be Kept
Powdered.

NET7 MEXICO.

.

MOISTURE.

Tru-jill-

mitted the assault.
A Las Vegas dispatch
says: Jus
tice Domiciano Otero and Special
Santa Fe Officer H. B. Peeler resigned
in a hurry Saturday at the request of

Mayor Romero.

to

Peeler confessed

arresting two boys on a trumped-ucharge and to dividing the money with
Justice Otero, before whom the boys
were brought to trial. No record of
any trial was entered on the tlcketi,
Prosecution will probably follow.
At Duran, on the Rock Island road, a
most disastrous hailstorm has occurred and thousands of sheep were
Jiilled. Jacobo Yrisarri lost 1,200 out
p

of one band, the McGilllvray Bros, lost
COO, and
many other growers were
heavy losers. In the path of the storm
the next morning the Estancla plains
were literally covered with dead sheep,
and it is Knoyn that several herders
lost their lives In trying to get their

bands to shelter.
Superintendent Knelpp of the Pecos
and Jemez forest reserves, on the 9th
Inst, transferred Ranger L. J. Mundell
from

Calllnas

to

Canjiles,

L.

A.

Schartzer, from Sonorito to Galllnas,
and A. J. Abbott, from Bland to
Owing to resignations there are
three vacancies in the ranger force.
Cabins are being built on both .reserves for the rangers by the govern
ment, and land is being fenced for
range for the horses of the rangers.
Says the Las Vegas Optic: During
the f.rst five days In the month ot July
there has been 2.37 inches ot rainfall
and the storm does not seem to be over
yet. Last night there was .18 of an
inch rainfall. In June there were 2.30
Inches of rain or 5.17 Inches In the
days. Frogs are al
past thirty-fivready singing and croaking in the va
it
cant lot 8 and citizens state-thawill probably not be long until turtles
will be sunning themselves on the
Santa Fe during June had only
t
an Inch ot rain.
A Santa Fe dispatch of the 9th Inst,
says: The New Mexico mounted po
Ser
lice made several arrests
geant Lewis arrested Juan Lopes In
the Mogollon mountains near Alma.
He Is wanted at Prescott, Arizona, for
murder. He also arrested George San
ders, wanted for' horse stealing In
Yavapai county, Arizona. Sergeant
Lewis reported that Navajo Indians
have been .carrying on depredations on
the cattle ranges In southeastern So
corro county and alone the Aztec bor
der. Baca arrested Jfmado Barela In
this city, accused of letting fire to a
.
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Fatal Shooting at Clayton.
The Denver Republican of July uti
prints the following account of th
fatal shooting affair at Clayton on the
13th Inst, as telegraphed by lta special

correspondent:
After having attempted to kill oue
man and then shooting another He.t
in his tracks, L. D. Boitoii, a real estate agent, was
threatened with
lynching and his 'life was saved twice
by local officers. The mob, after being
thwarted here, started across the couu.
try to intercept Officer Brophy, who
had spirited Bolton out of town, but
Brophy beard of the move, flagged e
Colorado & Southern train and boarding It reached Trinidad and placed Bol'
ton in Jail there.
About noon

L. D. Bolton, real

estate man, shot and killed Carl Gilg
a
ranchman. It is known
that Bolton had trouble with a young
man named Hobaon, and that during
an altercation in his office y
hef
attacked Hobson, but the latter fled.
well-know-

Bolton, revolver in hand, pursued
Hobson into the street and fired at.
him, but failed to hit htm.
Carl Gilg, who had witnessed the affray, tried to Induce Bolton to abandon
his pursuit of Hobson and sought an
explanation of the trouble from Bolton,
Bolton, who was frantic with rage,
turned on Gilg and, without a word of
warning, shot him dead In his tracks.
A crowd quickly gathered and Bolton
ran into his office,- passed out of the
back door and headed for the Jail, the
crowd pursuing 'him.
Bolton met officers and they arrested and locked him up.
The news of the murder unread
quickly and a mob soon formed near
the Jail and prepared to hang Bolton.
Officer John Brophy of the mountec
police, heard of the mob's plan and
quickly repaired to the Jail, where he
managed to spirit Bolton out Giving
him a horse, Brophy started for Trinidad. As soon as the mob learned that.
Bolton was gone a large parly nl
mounted men started across the coun
try to intercept him.
Officer Brophy saw the cloud of dust
lynchers mid at
raised by the would-bthe same lime saw a northbound trail
in the distance. He rode to the rail
road, flagged the train and was taker!
aboard while his pursuers were half a
mile away. A telegram from Trinidad
states that he reached there safely
with Bolton.
-
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The Roswell Artesian Area.

artesian area

A study of the 'Roswell

in New Mexico has rectntly been
made by Mr. Cassius A. Fisher of the
United States Geological Survey. His
report, which Is now in preHB, Includes
a brief description of the geology of
the sedimentary rocks, their structure
and their relation to the underground
waters.- The area of flowing wells ts '
shown on a ni8p, and recordH of repre
sentative wells are given, which are in
tended to illustrate the character and
succession of the
beds.
Information respecting surface waters
available for domestic and Irrigation
purposes and a brief description of the
climatic and agricultural features' ot
the region are also given.
There are several artesian horizons
in the formations underlying the Roswell basin. This basin Is about sixty
miles long and has an average width
of eleven miles. The greater part oV
It lies along the west side of Pecos
river.
Flowing wells wf re first obtained lnr'
the Roswell basin about ten years ago,
and for a number of years after that
development was confined chiefly to.
this Immediate vicinity. During the
last two years, however, strong flows
have been obtained near A r testa, and
at present this part of the basin i receiving the greatest development.
Information of about 200 flowing wells
has been obtained,, but it is. probable
that the total number, at preserit' exceeds 250. About half of this number
are found in Roswell and North
Spring River valley,
the extreme
north end of the basin.
In amount of flow the wells vary
from a few gallons to 1,800 gallons a
minute, differing princlaplly with the
locality. At Roswell the flow of an
average well has been variously estimated at 500 to 70u gallons, while near
Artesla the highest flow recorded
exceeds 1,700 gallons.
The water is
used chiefly for irrigation and domestic purposes.
In a few cases, how
ever, ine presence or suipnur renders,,
it unfit for house hold use.
This report will be published as Water Supply and Irrigation Paper No.
water-bearin-
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Roswell Gambling Houses Close.

Last Saturday night, says a Roswell
aiapatcn, every gambling hoiihs in tnis
city closed, to remain closed, with the
exception of two, where the license
does not expire until later.
ome of
the gamblers have already left the city
and the remainder are making preparations to seek new fields. Since the
closing of the gambling resortB they,
have spent their time standing about
the streets talking it ovr. The license
oi the roulette wheel In the Elk saloon
does not expire until July 14th, and.
that on another in the Free Coinage
holds until July 18th, and these are still
running. Roswell now has only six saloons, Instead of thirteen or fourteen,,
as was the case before the $2,000 license ordinance
was enacted.' Thej
town has a population of between 6.000k
.
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be opened until the town has 14.0,00;
people 2,000 for each saloon, aa provided by ordinance.
Several saloon,
men and gamblers have engaged 'In,
other lines of business. Meantime,
nothlna mora la beard about tho DetU-- .
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Fruit of Value.
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Nuts Furnish Cheap Living.

has a citizen
Norfolk, Virginia,
a
whose food costs lilm but
month, and he Is inoreaslng In fatness.
He Is S. S. Wright Here la his own
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What is a Bacteihe?

tO

irove of considerable value has been
leveloned by the cultivation oi me
very familiar "maypop." a plant which
Is very familiar In the southern siaie3.
juite ornamental, easily grown irom
eeda and affords a hanasome cover ior
arbors and verandas. It is known to
botanists is passlflora lncarnata. The
truit in Us improved form is somewhat
bigger than a hen's egg and decidedly
palatable. It looks liUe a May apple.

$1-5-

testimony:
'During the last month I have lived
on $1.55 and fared sumptuously; had
all I desired to eat, gained two pounds
la weight and never felt better In myg
life. Tue only food 1 nave eaien
the month has been eleven pounds
of nuts (brazils and pecans) 13 cents
worth of peanuts (roasted) and one
Too Easy Being a Sergeant
pound of raisins. Some of this I He Finds It
w ui
and Begs to Be
shared with friends. This has been an
experiment with me, as I have read
much about nuts as a diet and re(Copyright, by the Century Co.
solved to try them. I am more amazed
(Copyright, 1906, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
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Some people Invariably get the
worst of it, because they are always
demanding the beBt of it.
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Pursuant' to iiiljburliaient the
Trustee niet at 8, o'clock

Board of

p.

July

M.

17, 1906.

The following members beinn
psesent with Chairuian N. E. Charl-toin thw chair, Cyrus Richmond,
' O. T. Toombs.
.
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n

The minutes of pievious
.i

... i

meet- -

i

There lieing
business tin
board adjourned to meet nt .o'clock

'P.M.July

19,.lK)(i.

.

Pursuant to adjournment the
Board of Trustees met at 8. o'clock
A,; D. 110)..
ft M. Ju-l-

l,

The folUMKUijt iajeBil)ors being
present witliXbtolrman N. E. Churl- ton in he 'chair. Paz Vnhvrdi;. ()
Toombs and Cyrus Richmond.
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HEWS 'OF THE: WEEK

The federal grand jury at Cleveland,
has commenced the investigation of
violatic-ns-.ointerstate commerce and
laws alleged to have been
committed by various prominent railroads and the Standard Oil company.
The cement sidewalk and floor layers
of, Chicago, who have been receiving
30 cents per hour, have gone on a
strike demanding an increase of 6
cents an hour.
The war department has received
word that the transport Thomas has
been pulled oft the rocks near Guam
without serious Injury to the vessel,
and that its journey to Manila bus
:
been resumed.
in
Employes of grain elevators
South Chicago have struck, demand
ing an increase to 35 cents an hour.
The drydock Dewey (has nrrived
at Olongapo.
By authority of the United States
senate the interstate commerce com
mission is to investigate the rela
tions existing between the railroads,
elevators and grain buying interests
of the country, to determine what influence special favors granted by the
roads have had on the market and
what Injury has been done to
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IIOilOB RESTORED

Colorado State Convention at Denver
Makes Nominations.
ARRIVE FtQR' GRAND
.CROWDS
FRENCH CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES
Nomination of candidates
Denver.
'
LODGE AND REUNION.
Host Important Happenings of the
''" for the next state election, and
REINSTATE DREYFUS.
'
Past Seven Days. I
speeches by Qulncy Lee Morrow and
CITY 48 GAYLY DECORATED
M. D. Hornbeck, urging the advoBY AN OVERWHELMING VOTE Rev.
the
closed
energetic
work,
to
cates
tatoreatlsB Itema Gakcrc from All
state Prohibition convention which Wonderful Electrical Display
parts f the - World Caadaa
City
Leads to Duelv
Rage of
held a' two days' session at Unity I Given Up to Hospitality and Gen--'.
fmall Space for taa
Under Secretary of Stat Sarraut;
church, Nineteenth avenue and Broad
SeaeSt of Oar Reader.
eral Jollification immense Crowds
Wounded
Dangerously
.way. Reports read by the delegates at
Arrivingi
i
General.
Brigadier
Made
r"
Feraoaal.
the last session show that the paity is
Denver. The Benevolent and ProParis. The scene of tumultuous dis-- i gaining In numbers throughout tho
President Fallieres of France, gave
order which marked the enactment itate, and that it is standing upon a tective Order of Elks has taken posa brilliant dinner in Paris, in honor
Friday of the law restoring Alfred;
session of Denver and Us members
of Mr. and Mrs. Longworth.
Dreyfus to the army was followed by more substantial foundation than it ,'will soon.' be grazing all over Colorado '
Congressman C. H. Adams, of WisSecrewas a year ago.
J
a bloody duel, in which-Underegions. Sunday was de-consin, died at the Auditorium hotel
tary of State Sarraut was dangerously
were end tdjacent
following
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The
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'voted to receiving the visitors as fast
wounded by the sword of M. Pugliesl-'- ;
weeks.
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For Governor F. C. Chambev'.ain ct
Senator Crane, of Massachusetts,
veritablscombat between the gov-- ;
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of
Boardman,
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ernment and the opposition, as M. Sr-- .Colorado Springs,
cam
, evening before' a big delegation
recently
Clemenat
Washington, were married
raut's seconds were Ministers
For Lieutenant Governor Dr. W. T. in.
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eeau and Thompson, while M. Pugllesl- Manchester, Mass.
City.
night, however, and Monday found the
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PHOTO.

Marblehead, Mass., Indignant Be
cause of Liberties Taken with,
." Celebrated Paintfhg.

Depraved Blood Cauiea Pimple antf
Boila-- Dr.
Williams' PlnK Pill
Maka New Blood and
Cure Follows.
abused my stomach, my tlood got
.
I
.
.
AU.
l
Our 01 oruer mui ,ivu my litre iwunifwui
with pimples and buiU'saysT. E. Rob- , ertsou, of 197 Addison street, Washington, Pa. "This was over two years ago.
My stoinnch was in .bad (jiupe. After
eating-would huve to rest awhile or I
'
would suffer the most 'severe paius in
.

Marblehead, Mass. The action .of
some one in autnority in allowing a
publishing firm to take a photograph
of the celebrated painting, "Yankee
Doodle, or Spirit of '76," in Bplte of
the vote taken at the annual town
meeting In 1900, when It was decided,
after considerable discussion, not to
allow any one to photograph - the
painting. Is causing indignation here.
Not only was a photograph allowed to
be taken of the painting, but it was
taken from the frame in the readings
room at Abbott hall onto the lawn In
" '
the sun for the photograph.
The painting was presented to the
town In 1880 by Cen. John H. Devereux,
of Cleveland, a native of Marblehead,
and Is In care of the board of selectmen. Just who Is responsible for the
removal of the painting from the room
Is not known.
The painting is life size and, repre
sents two drummers and a flfer, each
portrait being true to life. It was
painted by A. M. Wlllard, of Cleveland,
end for the aged drummer the painter
found in his own father the face and
figure that suited him. For the filer
he chose Hugh Mosher, a farmer sol
dier, who had blown his fife through
the wars and carried a musket as well.
For the boy drummer he chose the son
of Gen. Devereux. The painting was on
exhibition at the Centennial at Phila
delphia and Is valued at $20,000.
.

1

--

My stoinnch. On arising 1 would oiceu
be so dizzy that I could hardly stand up.
The sliKbteKt exnrtiou would start my
often had to sit
btu k achiug so tlmt
down and rest awhile. At times I experienced a paiu around the heart which
'nlanned mo but wuirh I suppose came
from my gtoniacli trouble. '
j
'I began to broak out on the face with
pimples and hirer with boils which confined me to the house a week or more at
a time. One day I saw Dr. Williams'
.Pink Pills fur Pale People advertised in a
wus left at the door aud
famplilet which
I would give them a trial. I
before all
took several boxes of
the pimples aud boils left me, but I am
now glad to say tlmt my blood is good.
I do not have any eruptions and I no
longer biivo tho head and stomach
troubles I hare described. I am very

t

the-pill-

'

mntet'iilforwuatlJr.yViiiiums nuk puis
b.ive douo for,' me aud I. have rerom- r.ieuded them and always will" ad vise
those who are suffering from bad blood
or stomach trouble to try them."
If you want good health you must have
good Mood. Bad blood is the root of most
'

i

,

DOODLE"

common diseases likta autemia, rheumadance,
tism, Hciaticatnettralgia,St.Vitns'
nervousness, indigestion, debility, partial pavnlvsis nnd locomotor ataxia.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills are sold by
all drnggistsor sent., postpaid, on receipt
of price, 50o; per box, six boxes for $2.50,
by the Dr. Williams Madiuu9 Company,
.Schenectady, II. Y.

!
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AYegctable

and has been made under Iiis personal supervision since its Infancy
Allow no one to deceive yoa In thus
are but
and
Counterfeits,
Imitations
All
Experiments that trifle with and endanger tho health of
Infants and Children Experience against Experiment."

g

ihcFoodandRcguIa-tin- g
the Stomachs and Dowels of

s Digestion.ChcerfuI-nes-

Promote

and

Jast-as-groo- d"

What Is CASTORIA

s

neither

s

Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.

Castorla is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare- goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverlshness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates tho Food, rcgnlates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. .
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.

Not Narcotic.
,

yv Sad-' AIx.Sbv

stoat

Sd -

Jharmnt
Ctmtai

A perfect Remedy forConsllpa-Ito-

CASTORIA

GENUINE

n,

Sour Stomach.Diarrhoca

Facsimile

--

ALWAYS

Sears the S&naturo of

Worms .Convulsions .Fcverish-ries- a
and Loss OF SLEEP.
Signature of
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Cornell
Students Expect to
Travel 10,000 Miles During
Their Vacation.

Ithaca, N- V. Five Cornell, students
Misdirected Energy.
will spend ihiir summer vacations in
Frances, a girl ot 13, was destined a trip by wheel through Europe. The
by her mother to be a fine musician.
party,' which Is made up of George
' While
still a little child she was. W. Naysmyth, Wa.lter Manning Ladd,
taught to read the notes, and . her Wi'Jiam Tudor Price, A. H. Candee.
tiny fingers were placed on the keyleft New
and Manuel
Year n and year out the .York on the Celtic Tuesday, and will
board.
child was obliged to practice, and
be gone three months.
she acquired a measured amount of " Three of the students will work
skill, but her playing was wooden
their passage across by acting as as
and spiritless. In desjUr, her mothsistant engineers on the steamer, and
er said to her; "What do you exall of them have arranged to sell ac
pect to be when you are grown up?" counts of their trip to newspapers
"When I am throughout the country! Romero, who
The girl sighed.
grown up, mother, if I have a house
Is a Peruvian, will represent the largof my own, the first thing I shall do est dally In his native city, Lima,
will be to order the piano chopped
Peru.
up for kindling wood. I want to be
England. France, Germany, Holland
' a doctor."
'
and Austria are on the Itinerary, and
musical studies as a final wind-u- p
As time passed,
the beys Intend to
were dropped, and duly Frances went make a trip into Russia, although no
to the niedical college. At last she one of them knows anything about
was allowed liberty to grow In, her the language or customs of that
She is a
own proper direction.
, Special
cards of admission to all
physician, treating nervous
disorders with rare sympathy and un- the big factories of Europe have been
'
:
"
given to the students t'jrough the ef
""me
derstand'
forts of Director Smith, of Sibley col
lege. The party expects to travel
about 10,0o0 miles.
St.
The crdor f Si. Miciuel and
George, the chapel of which was dediPLAN GIFT FOR KAISER.
cated in St. Paul's cathedral, London,
the other day, is the Order conferred on Trustees of Brooklyn Institute Will
Give Him Portrait of Koosevelt
British colonists, distinguished or
The lowest rank In the order
to Show Good Feeling. carries the letters C. M. G. after the
New York. To prove to the German
owner's name. Flippant Londoners
emperor that there is no personal
'translate this "Colonial Made Gentleanimosity In the criticism of his por
men."
trait presented recently to the Brook- Some women wouldn't be satisfied In
yn Institute of Arts and Sciences and
vatlts hung In the Eastern Parkway museum,
Heaven without burglar-proo- f
in which to lock up their haloa.
trustees of the institute have started a
movement to raise by popular subscripOUTDOOR LIFE
tion a large sum with which to pay for
Will Not Offset the 111 Effects of Coffee a painting of President Roosevelt, to
be sent to the emperor on behalf of
When One Cannot Digest It,
the citizens of Brooklyn.
Franklin W. Hooper, director of the
A farmer says:
who has characterized the
Institute,
liquor
was
tobacco
or
from
not
"It
that for ten years or. more I suffered emperor's portrait as "worthless and a
from dyspepsia and stomach trouble, white elephant," announced the move
they were caused by the use of coffee ment yesterday. Prof. Hooper said he
until I got so bad I had to give up was confident that the plan would be
coffee entirely and almost give up eas- carried out and that the best artist In
ing. There
when I could this country would be asked to paint
only
and
bread and the president.
boiled'
milk
eat
Bitter feeling has resulted from the
when 1 went to the field to work I
to the Brooklyn
had to take some bread and butter emperor's presentation
institute of the portrait ot himself.
along to give me strength.
Hooper's clrltlclsm was made in
"I doctored with doctors and took Prof.
In which he criticised the por
a
letter
almost everything I could get for my
trait because It was a copy of the
stomach In the way of medicine, but
Corcos picture
of "no value as a
if I got any better it only lasted a lit work of art." and
tie while until I was almost a walking
skeleton.
CUPID IN A STRAWBERRY BOX
i. "One day I read an ad for Postum
It,
'and told my wife
try
would
and Arkansas Maiden Meets Kansas Man
as to the following facts I will make
Through Card in Crate and
affidavit before any judge: .
Wedding Follows.
entirely
used
and
coffee
quit
"I'
Postum In ltslplace. I have regained
Rogers, Ark. Miss Luclle Corley, of
my health entirely and can eat any Centerton, this county, was married
,thlng that Is cooked to cat I have to Mr. A. H. Hemphill, of Chanute,
Increased In .weight until now I weigh Kan., the other day, and they give ail
:more than I ever did; I have not the credit for the match to a card the
taken any medicine for my stomach bride placed two years ago in a straw
since I began using Postum. Why. I berry box that her father was ship
.believe Postum will almost digest an ping to the Kansas markets.
'
'iron wedge.-1- .
The purchaser of the berles handed
"My family would stick to coffee at the card to Mr. Hemphill, who is a
'first, but they, saw the effects It had prosperous young tailor, and the coron me, and when they were feeling respondence that ensued let him to
ihad they began td, tis-- P.ostum. one at make a visit to the Ozarks, where he
pressed his suit with such success that
a time, until now wo all use Postum
iName given by Pdstum Co., Battle a wedding followed.
Creek; Mich.
It Is probable that next season will
Ten days" trial of Po3tura in place tee a boom In the card business, for
j
'
of coffee prove the truth, an easy and this Is the third wedding this spring
that must be credited to the straw
'oleasact way. ' "There's a reason.
Look In pkgs. for a copy of the fa berry crute.
,mous 1 ttle book, "The Road to weu
"
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Dainty, Crisp, Drossy

.
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are a delight to the refined woman everywhere. In order to get this result see
that the material is good, that it is cut ia
the latest fashion and use

e.

tela
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Oompony,
Omaha, Nebraska.
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The Gruttst Boarding College In tht World

NOTRE DAME, INDIANA
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fliarmtcy. CWli, Elmtrlril, anil M'hnte.l
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lor Tired, Hot, Aching Feet.
DO NOT ACCEPT A SUBSTITUTE.

A

University of
Notre Dame

Certain Cur

Give Defiance Starch a fair trial
try it (or both hot and cold starching,
and If you don't think you do better
work, in less time and at smaller cost,
return it and your grocer will give
'
you back your money.
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TM-wrlhi-
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in the laundry. All three things are important, but the last is absolutely necessary. No matter how fine the material
or how daintily made, bad starch and
poor laundry work will spoil the effect
DEFIANCE
and ruin the clothes.
STARCH is pure, will not rot the clothes
nor cause them to crack. It sells at zoc
a sixteen ounce package everywhere.
Other starches, much inferior, sell at 100
for twelve ounce package. Insist on
getting DEFIANCE STARCH and ba
sure of results.
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OF SLAVERY DAYS.

to John Brown's Cell Is
Charlestown Jail Owned by
Key

New York Man.

versy, followed by the ec'.lon of
Abraham Lincoln, the seceding of Ui
southern 6tates, and finally the greatest civil war ever known, with the
emancipation of 4,000,000 of slaves.
Charles'.own is situated on the main
road, the grand highway runuing from
Harper's Ferry down the alley of the
Shenandoah to Winchester and other
points In that glorious val.ey. A more
beautiful pan of the country is not t
be found.. The soli is extra jrdlnarlly
fertile, the climate like that of Italy,
the landscapes as rolling and wooded
as the finest part of England, while
lovely blue mountains stretch away on
either side of the valley.
The people are most hospitable, and
it is here, in a region of enchantment
almost, that the old Washington man
sions were erected, and for years were
the 3cene3 of festivities and peaceful,
happy life. Here the best families of
Europe, and even members of royalty,
came on their visits to the colonies before the revolution.

THE SCIENCE OF

IN I nit, fUBLiU

A

Curious things are coming to .light
every day. Among many Interesting
relics or the civil war is a huge iron
key more than a foot long, which
turned in the lock and made old John
Brown a prisoner in Carlestown jail at
the time of his great raid in Virginia
and call (or the negroes to rise and
tight, lcr freedom.
BOSTON COREETT IN LIFE.
This key is now in the hands of Dr,
Alfred B. Tucker, of New York, and it
Old Likeness of a Striking Character
played a vital part in the history of
Who Played His Part in.
events leading up to the civil war. ;
v Civil War.
Gen. " McClellan
when
marched
through Charlestown after trie battle
Mr. Kenry Barclay, of Jefferson, la.,
of Antletam his troops burned the his
itorlc old Jail, whence John Brown has sent the National Tribune a photo
went to the callows. Later, when the graph of Boston Cortett, which the
ashes cooled and boys began Joking
among the ruins, the quaint key was
(found almost unharmed, the Are having bnly twisted the- - handle a little,
which was easily restored to its proper shape.
In this connection it may be interesting to state a few facts about John
Brown that are not generally known.
After his career in Kansas, where he
received the mime oT "Osawatcmle
Erown," the old revolutionist, with a
fervor amounting to what he considered religion, resolved to begin work
in a practical way of freeing . the
slaves.
'
Ke went about his task dellterately
To the
'and w.th quiet preparation.
negroes he was known as "Capt.
Brown," He began his campaign by
nettling In' Charlestown, Va now West
Virginia, and not fav from Harper's
Ferry. He opened a shop, over which
hung the sign, "J. Brown, WatchBOSTON COREETT.
,
maker."- Here he ostensibly pursued
latter presented to his father, Capt
Henry Barclay, Immediately after the
close of the war. The picture herewith
Mr. Bar
given is reproduced from
clay writes that he is confident that
Boston Corbett Is not among the liv
ing.
j

it

A Lucky Mess. .
In 1862, when company E, One fun
Illinois, was
dred and Twenty-sevent- h
mustered into the service, Andrew
Goldsberry, Robert Marsdcn, Eugene
Fowler, Brainard Whee.er and Charles
H. Beach formed a mess. They served
through the entire VicksLurg cam
paign, the Atlanta campaign, went with
Sherman to the sea and finally were
at
mustered out after the review
Washington at the elo.e of the war,
the original mess remaining unchanged
during the three years of service. To
day all are living and in fair health.'
The One Hundred and Twenty-sevent- h
was In the First brigade, Eecond divi
sion. Fifteenth corps. I think that this
Is an almost exceptional record con
sidering that in the Atlanta campaign
they vere under fire 105 days. J. M,
Beach, St. Joseph, Mo., In National
Tribune.

Tangled.
telling her doctor the
other day how she had nearly been
prostrated by the heat of "one of
THE OLD IRON KEY.
those amateur days we bad. I was
bis calling like other business men of frightfully overcome,", she said, "and
the plrce, only be spent his spare time not a thing did I have In the bouse
Jn visiting the various negro quarters to revive me but automatic spirits of
A winner, that
of the town and neighborhood urging pneumonia."
them to organize and strike for freeTree Hard to Kill
doms It seemed a hopeless task, not
The "life tree" of Jamaica is hardonly absurd, but It was against the
er to kill than any other species of
laws of the country.
It continFrom Brown's standpoint, however, vegetable growth known.
both he and bis friends considered the ues to grow and thrive for months
movement a complete success, for it after being uprooted and exposed to
roused the country, brought on contro- - the sun.
A woman was

vYii,

f

LIVJNG.

Dr. George F. Butler Tells How to
Eat and How to

..

Dr. George F. Butler, me Ileal super
intendent of the Alma Springs Sanl- - ;
tarium, Alma, Mich., in the October ,
MR. BAILEY OF TEXAS
number of "How to Live," gives some
Interesting as fwell as sensible rules '
The typical gentleman from "Texas would for acquiring and keeping health. He
be expelled to put small restraint upon himself
says: "Without we eat and drink, we
when occasion seemed to call for strong lan-- (
to do both rests
guage, but in Senator Bailey, Jn many ways die! The provocative
which, in process
appetite,
with
the
typically Texan, we find a westerner whose
very uncertain
thoughts are so strong he feels the only language of time, becomes a
that would fitly express them' would be of the guide; for the palate will often Induceis
a desire and relish' for that which
kind absolutely impossible in the senate aland Indigestible.
though the ears of the senate walls .In their day most mischievous
The old saying of 'eat what you like'
have listened to words unpretty as well as pretty. Senator Eailey's feelingshave been stirred Is now shunned by everybody of 20
to unmentionable .depths, by the man with the years' experience. Still, without appe-- .
muck rake. Concerning this man and others of tite, it is a very difficult affair to subhis Ilk Mr. Bailey bears witness: "It Is a great sist for the pleasure depends chiefly
tenlptation tor me to say what I think about upon the relish. The relish may be
theee reojle, but that, would offend U19. dignity come, as
has' been stated, a vitiated
and proprieties of the senate, and I forbear."
bne,
but
is quite possible to make
it
hi'
Perhaps he would not have forborne had
the stomach, by a little forbearance
been really a son of Texas but come to think
Mr.
It, does Mississippi raise milder men!
and practice, as enamored of what Is
Ballev began- to rail himself 11 Texan not until wholesome and nutritious, as of that
ne was u years 01 age. He was born in Copiah county, Mississippi, did not which Is hurtful and not concoctlble."
take up residence in the Lone Star State until his school days and prepara
Again he says:
"The dolicate
tory woik tor a professional career were, ended. He was admitted to the bai should feed carefully, not abundantly;
in 1883, two years later removed to Texas and at Gainesville began the pracit Is not quantity which nourishes,
,
tice of law.
From the first he took an active Interest in nolitics: in 1SS4 we find him bitf only that which assimilates."
Is
., "Be careful of your digestion"
a presidential elector,, in 18S S presidential elector at large. From
ne served as member or congress, the latter year took his place as Lnlted the keynote of the doctor's argument.
states senator.
He says: "Health In man, as In other
In reply to the muck raker's accusations. Mr. Ballev. with temperate Ian animals, depends upon the proper' perguage, made explanation; explanation that seemed of a reasonableness.
These
formance of all functions.
admitted that he charged clients fees, declared he had no patience with t;i4 functions may be shortly said to be
11
poor
mea mat is oniy tne
man that is honest.
1
three: (1) tissue change; (2) removal of waste; (3) supply of new.
material. For the activity of man,
SOCIALISM AND JUDGE GROSSCUP
like the heat of the fire by which
he cooks his food, is maintained by
In this day of Increase in socialist ranks it combustion; and Just as the fire may
is of Interest to hear what a mah of Judge be prevented from burning brightly
GroHscup's authority may have to say on the by improper disposition of
the fuel.
subject of socialism.1 This the. Judgment: "A
Imperfect supply of air, and as It
doubling back on the road alpng which the ract-ha- of
will certainly go out If fresh fuel ia
come from the
no man had a
hope of his own for an Individual part In the not supplied, and may be choked by
destiny of thins.." Socialism, then, Judge Giosj-cu- Its own ashes, so man's activity may
by Imperfect tissue change
be less,-"'- i
thinks, is a stepping backward.
may j put an end to by an, in
But lie nialtCB acknowl dgment of present
Ills, and gives suggestion for dealing therewith; sufficient supply of new material and
Imperfect removal of waste products.
avers that what is needed is not prosecutions
of corporations simply because they are big;
"We should see to it that free elim
lit"what Is wanted is the corporation, big and,
ination Is maintained, for the ashes
proptle, so rebuilt that In the vast domain of
must be kept out of the system In orerty covered by It the people, who with their
hands have worked, may hereafter see their der to have good health. The skin,
way to participate." The Jurist does not think kidneys and bowels must do their
If the
the- reforms are to be brought about by act of ellmlnatlve work properly.
congress, but that state legislatures should "lay bowels occasionally become torpid, try
clean and firm In state law the foundations for to regulate them with exercise and
the new corporation;" and then the people themselves be relied on to look proper food, such as fruits, green
.
after their Interests.
... vegetables, salads, cereals, corn, wholo
Judge Grosscup resides In Chicago, since the beginning of the year ibVJ wheat or graham bread, fish, poultry,
has been Judge United States circuit court of appeals, Seventh circuit. Among, light soups, etc. Plenty of water Is
nntahin iiirtinial npta in his career should be mentioned his opinion anent the
Columbian exposition on 8undays; the In- - also valuable, and a glasa full of cold
anDllcatlon
World's
to . close the
,
.
.,
.
llTllltnM
t.i. juu.
or hot water the first thing upon rismBv.w,
ouuam n. Wrutrl., ocralnof TTiiaonA
junction issuea in conjunction wmi
ing In the morning will aid much In
Debs and other officers of the American Hallway union.
Judge Grosscup was born in Ohio, Is 54 years old, was graduated at WitRegular
overcoming
constipation.
tenberg college, Ohio, and at the Boston Law School.
habit, cold baths, and massage . are
very efficacious. In case the constipation does not yield to these hygiBERLIN
AT
AMERICAN PROFESSOR
enic measures, some simple, harmless
laxative may be required, such as Cali
We have all heard mqre or less In the last; fornia Syrup of Figs a
few months of the plan for the exchange of pro preparation of senna in fig syrup.'1
fessors in German and American universities,
Laxative mineral waters are bene
of this means i f strengthening the bonds uniting
ficial In some cases, but not to be emGermany
States.
United
and
the
In friendliness
year
an American professor ployed continually.
In October of this
"Above all be an optimist, keep the
begins work at the University of Berlin, Prof.
heart young.
Cultivate kindness,
Theodore Roosevelt professor
John W. Burgt-ssof American history and institutions for 1906-0- cheerfulness and love, and do not forIn the Roosevelt room at the University of get that we shall pass through this
Any' good, thin?,
Berlin are to be placed three pictures, portraits world but once
of the men from this side the water most promtherefore, that we do, or any kindinently connected with the rtoosevelt professor
ness that we show to any human beship: Theodore Roosevelt, Dr. Nicholas Murray ing, let us do it now. Let us not defer
But'r and Prof. John William Burgess.
It or neglect It. for we shall not pass
Prof. Butler is head of Columbia university,
this way again."
Prof. Burgess member of the faculty at Coluiu
Burgess,
not
knowif
while
so
widely
Prof.
bla.
Wants International Observatory.
as President Butler, is a noted educator, since
Prof. Edward C. Pickering, of th
faculty
1890 has been dean, of the
of political
Harvard observatory, proposes to esscience at 'Columbia. He Is author of sevoral
observatory.
tablish an International
works: "Political Science and Comparative Constitutional Law;" "The His committee Is to be composed of the
.Middle Period;" "The Civil War and the Constitution;" "Reconstruction and
ostronomers of the world,
the Constitution;" and has contributed to reviews on historical; political and eminent
who are to raise a sum of money, have
'legal topics.
a gigantic telescope built and placed
!
Dr. Burgess was born In the south, Is a native of Tennessee; attended
on the most suitable spot on earth, and
Cumberland university, Lebanon, Tennessee; in 1867 was graduated from
; Amherst,
received from that university the degrees of Ph. D. and LL. D. He all to go to work.
studied law and In 1869 was admitted to the bar. ror two years Dr. Burgess
UTTERLY WORN OUT.
was professor of English literature and poltlcal economy at Knox college:
was professor of,hlstory and political science at Amherst, from Amherst weiit
to uoiunioia as proiessor political science ami cuimuiuiniiim jaw.
Vitality Sapped by Tears of Suffering
Dr. Burgess continued the study of history, public law and political
with Kidney Trouble.
'science "at Gottingen, Leipzig and Berlin. He now goes to Germany as lec
turer on American history and institutions.
'
Capt J. W. Hognn, former postmrs-te- r
of Indlanola, now living at Austin,

';
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Texas, writes- "'.
was afflicted for
years with pains
across the loins
and In the hips
I
and shoulders.
had headache also
-

Changing to Gold Coinage.

ACTRESS AND AUTHOR

tary system, and to do so we have to
Silver Standard Is Passing In Mexico, have large quantities of gold coin at
once. It would require ten years of
45ays Official Orders for United
time to turn out all the gold coin we
" States Mint.
dlstrupt-ed.- "

Clara Morris, the actress once so prominent
In emotional roles, has of late years taken to
writing. Mies Morris says of her book, "Life
on the Stage, It was calmly offered out of bound
less courage and perfect ignorance; In her later
"Life of a Star" the author has arrived at or
affects, a diffidence come of experience in the
literary field.
Miss Morris In ber time has known a long
procession of interesting people, chronicle and
'chronicler both Bdld one's attention. And note
has put forth since
the list the sctress-autho- r
taking her pen in nana: A Silent Singer;" "My
L.ne on tne stage, ."A Paste
Millie Jim crow;
board Crown;' "btage Confidences;"
"The
Trouble Woman;" "Life of a Star." In addition,
Miss Morris has contributed to numerous periodicals; the Century, St. Nicholas, North American
Review, etc. Her sketches have beeu svndlcatofi
in the newspapers, and the star whu retired Into
oDscurity, tne actress wno neid tht older gen
eration entnrauea, reappears to entertain a younger - set as well as the
,
elders who nave not forgotten her sway.
8he began her stage career as member of the ballet In the Academy of
music at Dieveiana, unio, oaca in 61. me young gin advanced Tapldly, at
th age of 20 was leading lady at Wood's theater, Cincinnati. The following
year she became member of Daly's Fifth Avenue company. Miss Morris
soon rose to prominence in theatrical roles, ana appeared as star In thij
principal theaters or the country. Her prlnclpa' roles were Camilla. Allx
Uls Mult on, Mercy Merrick in the "New Magdalu t," and Cora In "L'Artlcle."

need, and business would be

--

Valdes,
Francisco
Denver, Col.
chief coiner of the Mexican government, has been Investigating the workings of the Denver mint, and is reported to have made arrangements for the
local mint to coin $10,000,000 worth of
pesos for the Mexican governmeA The
Philadelphia mint Is now working on
an order for $25,000,000 worth of pesos.
"The day of the silver standard Is
passing," said Mr. Valdes. "Our silver
peso U a thing of the past and the
death blow to the contentions of William Jennings Bryan Is given with Its
passing. Mexico was frequently pointed to by Mr. Bryan as the country
which was .always- prosperous under a
silver standard. We are1 placing orders
for coining gold with the United States
and Great Britain because our mints
have not the working capacity. We are
making a radical change In our mone- -

Silver, the principal coin of the Mexican government, will now te superseded by the gold coins, 5, 10 and 20
pesos, which are worth about $2.50, $6
and $10 respectively In United States
gold coin, and by 10, 20 ami 50 centavo
coins. The Philadelphia mint is now
pieces.
workl lg to coin 1,000,000
This means that $25,000,000 in gold la
being turned into specie.
'

Paper from Green Bushes.
Very little paper Is now made from
rags, a number of vegetable
substances being employed In their place.
The latest plants to be used are green
rushes, which, when suitably treated,
produce a very white and conslstert
paper pulp, from which a good quality
of paper can be manufactured cheaply.

.

and
My

neuralgia.

right eye,

from pain, was of
little use to me
for years.
The
constant flow or urine kept my system
depleted, causing nervous chills and
night sweats. After trying seven different climates and using all kinds of
medicines, I had the good fortune to
hear of Doan's Kidney nils. This
remedy has cured me. I am as well today as I was twenty years ago, and my
'
eyesight Is perfect."
Sold by all dealers. 60 cents a box.
Foster-MllbuCo.,Buffalo, N. Y.
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There's no need to hunt for trouble;
t will And you Just as quick.
Mr. Wlnalow'i Hootnin mjnp? '

PorcHldrea teeming, tofun the yume, timIucm to
lifcausUui,ail)iui,cirMWI&4evUu.
fecftfcolU.
He never says anything' who never
has anything to unsay,

''

V.

'

QRDlNANuttNO.

it

tEUAfxr.o

ahowa or

in tiall or iouu ml, '
i"wd. each iHrfruuuiotV
Ii--

btthIv io.nrt of
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Hay and Grain Always on Hand
Phone No 35
CLAYTON. N. M

John Spring, lrop. Clayton

Meat Market

Fresh and Salt Meats.
Choice Fruits and Vegetables
Always in Stock,
CLAYTON, N
Phone No. 85

G. L. TJJarsh

.

le-i-

s

Dealer in all kinds of Building Material
Builder's Hardware, Paints, Oils. &o.
Stook always on Hand.
G-oo- d

Clayton

"-It.

nowwo T"
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New Mexica.
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The

EJevv TwleKico

ar.

Will sell on Commission Real Estate
and Live Stock.'
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Thompson,

Pnlmor,
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General Hardware,
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,

Paints,

,

Tin Shop In Connection.
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